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What do I do  
for a living?



I’m an open source developer at 
Red Hat Business Automation  

(Drools/jBPM/Kogito) 
 tooling teams.

http://kie.org/






How did I end up there?



I’m a very, very lucky 
person :)



What I would like to know at 
the beginning of my career











Lucky moment 0:  

A old computer appears at my 
house (1998)

















I want to be a software developer  
and work with cool stuff 



Let’s dive in Computer Science





Time to apply for the jobs!







Errr… ok,  

Let’s dive in  
Applied Computer  
Science Research





Now I’m ready,  
let’s apply for the cool jobs!









Errr… ok,  

Need to pay the bills,  
do the cool jobs even exist?



I was “forced"to 
become a enterprise 

developer 



How to be successful in 
the Brazilian tech 

market?



Tech consulting job



Scalable and Cloud 
C.R.U.D.s for financial 

institutions





Consumer of technology



Where is the joy?



Where is the bleeding 
edge?



Where is the technology 
development?









Where are the people 
that builds the 
 tech that I use?



Lucky moment 1:  

QCon free ticket (2011)









Cool jobs actually  
exists! :)





And people that build 
the cool stuff are 

actually humans! :)



What most of these people 
have in common?





Lucky moment 2:  

Drools/Uberfire Keynote 
(2013)



“I'm working in a new Drools 
open source project  

called Uberfire"









Let’s use Drools in 
everything





Lucky moment 3:  

Presented this open source 
project in a conference (2013)



Who was there?



“Cool project. I just watched your 
presentation and I would like to talk 

about a gig in Drools team?”



Since then, 7.5 
happy years at 

 Red Hat 



Developing cool 
bleeding edge 

technology



Don't rely on luck. 
(like I did)

https://www.ayoa.com/ourblog/dont-rely-on-luck-here-are-3-ways-to-guarantee-success/


How to get access to the 
coolest tech jobs and work 

with bleeding edge 
technology?



Get involved in Open Source as 
early as possible.



Step 1: Find your community







Step 2: Be part of this 
community









2.2 Run the tutorial/examples





Found an issue? Send a contribution 

Found a typo? Send a contribution 

Wanna update the examples to clarify? 
 Send a contribution 



Small and focused contributions are 
 the best ones! 



2.3 Ask/Reply questions on public channel  
(Help people)



2.4 Learn how to build and run the 
development environment





2.5 Start to learn the codebase: 
Read and debug source code



2.6 Start to watch/read small PR’s merged and 
try to mimic/reimplement them locally





Step 3: Start to contribute



3.1 Help with documentation



3.2 Help new users



3.3 Keep reading source code (PR’s etc)



3.4 Do your first  “code” contribution



Small and focused contributions are 
 the best ones! 





Step 4: Repeat Step 3 



I guarantee you that you will 
learn a lot in this process



Collaborate with the brightest 
minds of tech industry





And suddenly..



“Hi, I see your contributions to {X} project and love it!  
Do you wanna talk about an opportunity at 

{Cool_Tech_Company}? ”

…



Why?



1. If you already contribute to Open Source in your free time, you probably 
love open source culture and the project; 

2. You are already familiar with the codebase; 
3. I already now how you code (I can check your contributions code); 
4. You are probably familiar with the community;



And what this means to you?



Work developing 
 bleeding edge technology



Real world experience  
from your home



Access to become a full time 
open source developer in  
*any* project/company



It’s not easy



But it’s possible



There are really fewer people 
that does this then you can 

imagine.



Reverse the recruit process



Choose the companies/projects 
that you want to work for



Code fun stuff !



Thanks! 

@ederign 
ederign.me 

ederign@redhat.com

http://ederign.me
mailto:ederign@redhat.com


Next week?



Deep dive on 
 Cloud-native business 

automation with Kogito for 
building open source intelligent 

applications




